Objective assessment of exploratory behaviour in schizophrenia using wireless motion capture.
Motivation deficits are a prominent feature of schizophrenia and have substantial consequences for functional outcome. The impact of amotivation on exploratory behaviour has not been extensively assessed by entirely objective means. This study evaluated deficits in exploratory behaviour in an open-field setting using wireless motion capture. Twenty-one stable adult outpatients with schizophrenia and twenty matched healthy controls completed the Novelty Exploration Task, in which participants explored a novel environment containing familiar and uncommon objects. Objective motion data were used to index participants' locomotor activity and tendency for visual and tactile object exploration. Clinical assessments of positive and negative symptoms, apathy, cognition, depression, medication side-effects, and community functioning were also administered. Relationships between task performance and clinical measures were evaluated using Spearman correlations, and group differences were evaluated using multivariate analysis of covariance tests. Although locomotor activity and tactile exploration were similar between the schizophrenia and healthy control groups, schizophrenia participants exhibited reduced visual object exploration (F(2,35)=3.40, p=0.045). Further, schizophrenia participants' geometric pattern of locomotion, visual exploration, and tactile exploration were correlated with overall negative symptoms (|ρ|=0.46-0.64, p<=0.039) and apathy (|ρ|=0.49-0.62, p<=0.028), and both visual and tactile exploration were also correlated with community functioning (|ρ|=0.46-0.48, p<=0.043). The Novelty Exploration Task may be a valuable tool to quantify exploratory behaviour beyond what is captured through standard clinical instruments and human observer ratings. Findings from this initial study suggest that locomotor activity and object interaction tendencies are impacted by motivation, and reveal deficits specifically in visual exploration in schizophrenia.